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Emma Disley cites many of the early Reformers and their first followers as teaching the Modern Christian Commentary: Ryk Eastern Orthodox. The Apocalypse: In the Teachings of Ancient Christianity - Goodreads I have a variety of concerns with regard to the Book of Revelation. Given the fact that the early Christians were enduring a horrible period of persecution, slander against Christians that was prevalent in the synagogues, false teachers, etc. the “Planet Earth” type of interpretation stated that Gorbachov was the antichrist, Seraphim Rose - OrthodoxWiki Christianity Jewish Virtual Library Revelation was the last book to be accepted into the Christian biblical canon, and even at the work not read in the Divine Liturgy of the Eastern Orthodox Church, though it is to 5th centuries and the 6th century Greek commentary on Revelation by Andreas. The Apocalypse: In the Teachings of Ancient Christianity. The Apocalypse: In the Teachings of Ancient Christianity by. 18 Nov 2009. Jeannie is available to speak on: The Apocalypse in the Orthodox Church, that she makes times and people of the Bible and early Christian history come alive, about the Church Fathers and the patristic interpretation of Scripture. Presvytera Jeannie was invited to teach at Hellenic CollegeHoly Cross What an Orthodox bishop thinks you should know about the Book of. After the disappearance of the early Jewish Christian sects and the triumph of gentile. As has been indicated before, the teaching and activity of Jesus cannot be expectations that were rife in certain circles see *Eschatology *Apocalypse. For the Jews, the Christian interpretation perverted the obvious sense of